Electronic structure of hollow graphitic nanoparticles
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Monoatomic layer of graphite possesses such unique properties like nontoxicity, high
conductivity and significant mechanical strength [1-3]. These properties make graphene
promising unit for formation of 3D structures. Such structures are desirable for use in energy
technologies such as hydrogen storage, fuel cells, solar cells, lithium batteries, and capacitors,
which have a strong requirement for superior storage devices. This causes necessity of study of
the electronic structure of these materials that determine their properties. It is well-known that ptype electronic states in a variety of carbon modifications contribute mainly in interatomic
interaction [4]. Therefore for study of the energy distribution of valence Cp-electrons in carbon
nanomaterials it is necessary to investigate their СKα-bands. Ultra-soft X-ray emission
spectroscopy allows getting full information about the energy distribution of occupied valence
states lower Fermi level in carbon materials, for this reason this method is useful instrument for
investigation of the electronic structure of hollow graphitic nanoparticles.
Hollow graphitic nanoparticles СKα noticeably differ from graphite one by possessing lower
intensity of the π-sub-band. Different degrees of π-overlapping of рz-orbitals in hollow graphitic
nanoparticles appear due to increasing curvature of the spherical atomic surfaces when
deepening into hollow graphitic nanoparticle. As a result degree of π-overlapping of the рzorbitals decreases over the surface and increases inside hollow graphitic nanoparticles. It has
been revealed that sp-hybrid bonds form between carbon and residual iron atoms when highenergy 3d+4s-states overlap with spn-hybrid orbitals (2<n<3). This indicates that part of iron
atoms can locate in hollow graphitic nanoparticles walls. Iron atoms could remain after washing
in acids.
However СKα spectrum of hollow graphitic nanoparticles is by 0,2-0,8 еV wider than that of
carbon onions band due to larger contribution of the рpπ+рpσ-states overlapping in greater
amount of hollow graphitic nanoparticles walls due to larger diameter of particles.
Surfaces of hollow graphitic nanoparticles are less corrugated than surfaces of graphene
nanosheets therefore difference in degrees of overlapping of πрz-states and spn-hybrid orbitals
due to corrugation decreases whereas overlapping of these orbitals increases in a result of
increasing curvature of layers when deepening into hollow graphitic nanoparticles.
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